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Supporters of Republican presidential
candidate Donald Trump cheer during a
campaign rally, Oct. 13, 2016, Cincinnati, Oh.
(AP photo by John Minchillo).

Globalization Isn’t to Blame for
Americans’ Anti-Trade
Sentiment. Trump Is
Daniel McDowell | Friday, Oct. 14, 2016

Editor’s note: This article is part of an ongoing WPR series

(/series/10/the-global-agenda) inviting authors to identify the

biggest priority—whether a threat, risk, opportunity or

challenge—facing the international order and U.S. foreign

policy today.

Anti-trade sentiment in the United States, embodied in Republican candidate Donald Trump’s

campaign for the presidency, has risen dramatically over the past two years. The conventional

wisdom says that protectionism is on the rise due to the economic impact of globalization. Free

trade agreements have cost U.S. jobs and driven down wages in many regions of the country, which

has fueled the backlash (http://www.nytimes.com/2016/09/29/business/economy/more-wealth-more-jobs-but-not-for-

everyone-what-fuels-the-backlash-on-trade.html) and aided Trump’s rise.

The link between Trump and anti-trade attitudes is correct, but the causal arrow is pointing the

wrong way in this account. The distributional consequences of globalization are not driving

protectionist attitudes in the United States; Trump is. His rhetoric, which has reshaped many

Americans’ attitudes toward trade policy, is behind the growing anti-trade movement in the world’s

most important liberal trading state. This means that addressing the root causes of protectionist

attitudes will be more difficult than some think.

Free trade has distributional consequences within economies. As economists would say, trade

creates “winners and losers.” Individuals employed in some sectors benefit from increased job
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opportunities and higher wages while those in other sectors are hit by job losses and wage cuts. In

the U.S., manufacturing is often pointed to as the sector in which the costs of trade have been most

concentrated (http://www.usnews.com/news/blogs/data-mine/2014/12/11/outsourcing-to-china-cost-us-32-million-jobs-since-

2001).

The economic shock from trade with China, Mexico and other economies with abundant unskilled

labor, many argue (http://www.theatlantic.com/politics/archive/2016/05/donald-trump-and-the-twilight-of-white-

america/482655/), has fueled deep economic resentment. Trump, so the story goes, has exploited this

economic resentment through tough talk on trade. Recognizing a large and angry constituency, he

became the first national politician in decades to speak to their economic interests and went on to

ride the protectionist wave (http://www.wsj.com/articles/how-the-china-shock-deep-and-swift-spurred-the-rise-of-trump-

1470929543) to the Republican nomination. 

The conventional wisdom about why protectionism is on the rise in the U.S. is wrong. Rather than

being driven by the economic effects of globalization, the current wave of anti-trade sentiment has

been fed more by Trump’s rhetoric. Three factors make that clear.

First, if rising protectionist sentiment was due to the distributional effects of trade, then why are we

only seeing the movement develop now? The timing doesn’t make sense. Employment in U.S.

manufacturing began falling year after year around 2000. This continued until it reached its lowest

point in 70 years (http://data.bls.gov/timeseries/CES3000000001) in 2010. Yet this kind of anti-trade

movement didn’t emerge in 2010, or in 2012, or in 2014—all years when manufacturing employment

was lower than today.

Furthermore, over the past six years, manufacturing has been one of the better-performing sectors

(http://www.esa.doc.gov/sites/default/files/manufacturingsincethegreatrecession2014-06-10final.pdf) of the U.S. economy.

The U.S. unemployment rate is down to its lowest level in more than seven years

(http://data.bls.gov/timeseries/LNS14000000) and wages have started to rise

(http://money.cnn.com/2016/07/25/news/economy/us-wages-ceos-talking-about-raises/). In short, if economic

discontent is what is driving the anti-globalization backlash, then conditions were ripe for it several

years ago, rather than today when the economy is improving.

Second, among Republican voters, there has been a dramatic shift in attitudes toward free trade

since Trump’s ascendancy began last year. Two years ago, according to survey data
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(https://twitter.com/pewresearch/status/766357271055994882/photo/1?ref_src=twsrc%5Etfw) from Pew Research, 55

percent of Republicans or Republican-leaning voters said free trade agreements were a good thing;

only 36 percent said they were a bad thing. By 2016, Republican opinions had flipped: Sixty-one

percent said free trade agreements were bad, and only 32 percent said they were good.

This major shift in attitudes toward trade in such a short period of time is striking, and it does not

match the familiar argument about the economic consequences of globalization. There has been no

cataclysmic economic event between 2014 and 2016 that could explain such an incredible change in

trade policy preferences.

On the other hand, the correlation between this shift in Republican attitudes toward trade and the

rise of Trump is unmistakable. This suggests that the candidate’s protectionist rhetoric has

effectively changed the way many Republicans view trade. This is consistent with much of the work

in the field of public opinion that shows how individual policy preferences are shaped by elite cues

(https://books.google.com/books?

id=83yNzu6toisC&printsec=frontcover&dq=the+nature+and+origins+of+mass+opinion&hl=en&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwil-Nf0-

dfPAhWD4D4KHYooAlAQ6AEIHjAA#v=onepage&q=the%20nature%20and%20origins%20of%20mass%20opinion&f=false). 

Third, based on the best evidence available, Trump’s supporters are not the distributional losers

from free trade. A major study from Gallup (https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/wonk/wp/2016/08/12/a-massive-

new-study-debunks-a-widespread-theory-for-donald-trumps-success/) conducted this year found that Trump’s core

supporters in the Republican primary had relatively high incomes and were not more likely to live in

areas that have been hit the hardest by trade. Yet Trump’s supporters now oppose trade deals at a

much higher rate (http://www.pewresearch.org/fact-tank/2016/03/31/republicans-especially-trump-supporters-see-free-

trade-deals-as-bad-for-u-s/) than Democrats or other Republicans that did not support the Trump in the

primary.
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Traits like xenophobia, a preference for
isolationist U.S. foreign policies, and an “us
versus them” view of the world turn out to be
excellent predictors of anti-trade preferences.

This circle does not square with the conventional wisdom about the economic costs of trade and

rising protectionism. It does fit well, however, with new work on what determines Americans’ trade

policy preferences. Recent research has shown that the most powerful determinants of anti-trade

views have nothing to do with (https://www.cambridge.org/core/journals/international-organization/article/support-for-

free-trade-self-interest-sociotropic-politics-and-out-group-anxiety/F42F68714EDA95C48ED8FD9CA1A5F401) how trade

affects an individual’s income. Instead, traits like xenophobia, a preference for isolationist U.S.

foreign policies, and an “us versus them (http://news.harvard.edu/gazette/story/2016/05/divided-by-trade/?

utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=hks-twitter&utm_source=twitter)” view of the world turn out to be excellent

predictors of anti-trade preferences.

This suggests that Trump’s broader message—based on a nationalist, isolationist, xenophobic vision

for America—appeals to people who are naturally drawn to anti-trade views regardless of how trade

affects their wallets. Protectionism fits with their general unease about foreignness and outsiders.

Anti-trade rhetoric is just one more component of Trump’s electoral strategy designed to scapegoat

“outsiders” to win votes from those who are receptive to such appeals. In the process, Trump

appears to have convinced millions of Americans who were either weakly pro-trade or ambivalent

about the issue prior to 2015 that trade is a bad thing. 

So, why does it matter that Trump is behind the anti-globalization backlash?

In medicine, physicians first identify the cause of a malady before prescribing a treatment. The same

goes for public policy. If the negative distributional effects of globalization were behind protectionist

sentiment in the U.S., then policies like strengthening unemployment insurance, lowering the cost of

higher education, and improving the Trade Adjustment Assistance program, which offers new

employment and job training programs for workers whose jobs have been displaced by trade, could
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perhaps reverse the backlash.

But if the growing anti-trade movement in the U.S. has been generated largely by Trump’s rhetoric,

then such policy reforms, though necessary to help those individuals who have truly been hurt by

trade competition, will do little against protectionist attitudes.

The risk going forward is that the anti-trade attitudes that Trump has cultivated in millions of

Americans are durable. If so, future Republicans seeking national office may have to follow his lead if

they want to get elected. This could put pressure on Democrats to take more protectionist positions

to placate unions, a traditional support base for the party. Democratic nominee Hillary Clinton

already has, as exemplified by her public reversal on the Trans-Pacific Partnership trade deal. 

If both major American parties are compelled to distance themselves from the liberal consensus on

trade, then the future of the global economy, with the U.S. at the center, may be in even deeper

trouble.

Daniel McDowell is an assistant professor of political science in the Maxwell School at Syracuse University,

specializing in international political economy. He is a regular contributor to World Politics Review.
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